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Implementation of educational scenarios during the pandemic.
 Due to the coronavirus, Distance Learning — typically a style of teaching
utilized by colleges and universities — is now being adopted by elementary
and high school students as well.
 The example of Greece -> implementation of distance learning within a
week from the suspension of school activities.
 A recent Greek research has shown that:

94%

Of the teachers agree with the application of distance
learning due to the suspension of school activities.

52%

Believe that modern version of distance learning is
more effective in some cases.

85%

State that there is an urgent need for specialized training on
issues related to the implementation of distance education.

What is Distance learning?
 It is a way of educating students online, without physical presence in a classroom,
material & lectures are shared via the internet.
 2 main categories:
A. Synchronous:
• Happens in real-time
• Requires live communication online
• Uses technology such as
teleconferencing

B. Asynchronous:
•
•
•
•

Students have weekly deadlines
They work at their own pace
Access to course content beyond the virtual class
Online conversations, quizzes, video

The combination of the 2 types leads to
the most effective results.

Distance learning tools _ Teleconferencing.
Teleconferencing  the most common type of synchronous distance
learning

Examples of teleconferencing platforms:
 Webex -> implemented by Greek School System during the pandemic
 Microsoft Teams
 Big Blue Button
 Skype for Business -> implemented by DUTH Department of Architecture

Implementing experiential learning via teleconferencing.
 Experiential Learning  means “learning through experience” or
otherwise “learning via practice”.
Learners are 1st exposed to an experience and then encouraged by the
teacher to reflect upon it and to develop new skills, new behaviours and
new ways of thinking (Frangoulis, Anagnou 2014).
 In this type of teaching, effectiveness is found in the presence of the
teacher as a facilitator, as an equal member of the team and not as an
authority.

“There are two goals in the experiential learning process. One is to learn the
specifics of a particular subject, and the other is to learn about one’s own
learning process.”
— David A. Kolb

Implementing experiential learning via teleconferencing.
Examples of experiential learning techniques:
 Brainstorming -> a teleconferencing environment is ideal for this
technique as it provides all students with equal opportunities.
 Case studies -> is a student-centered technique, activates
students and helps them develop analytical and problem-solving
skills, leads to fruitful conversations
 Working in groups -> Enhances the communication and
cooperation between students, the development of social skills,
even better if the platform used is flexible and allows the
creation of subgroups.
 Simulation -> enhances the participation and the processing of
the cognitive subject by the team, raises fruitful questions and
concerns, contributes through exploratory learning to the
achievement of learning objectives
(Kioutsoukos, Frangoulis, Volkanos 2015).

Distance learning tools_ Interactive Videoconferencing (IVC).
 Interactive Videoconferencing -> is an advanced type of
teleconferencing, refers to Advanced Learning Technology which
allows participants to exchange views, interact and collaborate
remotely in real-time.
 Includes transmission of audio, video, data and other technological
tools that benefit the students.

Example: “ODYSSEUS” program, University of Crete,
since 2001 -> basic aim is the pedagogical use of
Interactive Teleconferencing.
“ODYSSEUS 2018” -> 300 students & 24 teachers from 20
elementary schools
Collaborated remotely aiming to explore and build new
knowledge on issues related to safe internet navigation and
internet addiction drawing inspiration from Ulysses’ journey.

Distance learning _ Mobile Learning.
 Mobile learning -> is a form of learning, using personal electronic devices,
such as tablets or smartphones.
 Focuses on the mobility of the learner interacting with portable
technologies and constitutes also an important aspect of informal learning.

 2 ways of using mobile devices:
a. Internet -> direct access to educational material, websites, audiovisual
material etc at any point of the teaching process.

b. Educational Applications, for tablets or smartphones.
 The use of mobile devices in a typical classroom is a challenge as it requires
many devices at least 1 per 2 students.
It is connected with the BYOD trend -> which means “Bring Your Own
Device”.
 Implementation of educational mobile applications is easier when
incorporated in distance learning.

Mobile Learning Tools: 1. for creating quizzes.
Educational quizzes  effective tool for evaluating students, game-like features in the
classroom, for self-assessment
Applications, that are online, free and usually require the creation of an account using an email
address, available for both PC and mobile devices, examples of which are the following:
 Google Forms -> questionnaires and interactive quizzes, requires a google account

 Tiny Tap -> interactive quizzes or puzzles using photos, text and audio recording (possibility for a voiceover by the teacher), mobile devices and PC, access to quizzes database
 Quizizz -> quizzes with game-like features, real-time access by students, compatible with Google
classroom, add-on of Google Chrome (Quizizz Teacher & Quizizz Student).
 Kahoot -> similar to Quizizz, quizzes creation and database
 Doozy -> game-like quizzes,

 Socrative -> student evaluation, quizzes, teacher and student versions

Mobile Learning Tools: 1. for creating quizzes.

https://www.tinytap.com/

https://quizizz.com/

Mobile Learning Tools: 2. for class management/communication.
Applications that allow effective class management and communication.
Examples include the following applications:
 E-me -> Greek application, 2 versions: a) “E-me official” for teachers, requires a special code from
the Panhellenic School Network ensuring that all users are certified educators, b) “E-me for all”
addressed to those who wish to use the platform without a code, students and parents

 Google Classroom -> combines all Google tools, creation of a digital classroom via Gmail account,
direct communication among students and teachers, accessible via PC or mobile device, offline
use
 Edmodo -> educational platform, easy and safe mean of connection and collaboration among
students, educators and even parents, virtual classrooms, management, e-communities for
teachers, synchronous and asynchronous teaching
 Classdojo -> helps promote the development of positive student behavior, it is based on
“behavioral theory”, the teacher can evaluate and reward student behavior and not just their
knowledge

Mobile Learning Tools: 2. for class management/communication.
https://auth.eme.edu.gr/?eme=https://eme.edu.gr/&cause=notoken&eat=fa3407a212fcee2acf50d3e9
779b7780&lang=en_US

https://new.edmodo.com/

Mobile Learning Tools: 3. for creating interactive material.
 ARtutor -> Greek application developed by the “Advanced
Educational Technologies and Mobile Applications Research Lab
(AETMA Lab)” in Kavala.

online application with a mobile version as well -> allows the creation of
Augmented Reality books
Teachers can upload any pdf file (schoolbook or their notes) in the
application, then they select the page area where they want to insert
the augmented reality feature, then they can upload any type of
material such as an image, audio, video or 3D object.
The application works with voice recognition, which allows students to
control the AR elements and even ask questions.

 “SchoolAR project” -> was a similar project developed by a Greek
team, it is an application that turns the geography schoolbook into an
augmented reality book, it was implemented in “Pythagoras”
elementary school in Rhodes.

Mobile Learning Tools: 3. for creating interactive material.
http://artutor.ihu.gr/

Mobile Learning Tools: 4. for creating movies with stop-motion
technique or animation.
Stop motion technique allows students to be engaged in the creatine process of
making a film about various subjects, they create the characters and wright the
script along with their teacher.
 Stop Motion Studio
 EasyStudio
 Animaker & AnimakerClass

 E-Shadow -> experimental Greek application, virtual shadow theatre
developed by the “Laboratory of Distributed Information
Systems of the Technical University of Crete
http://eshadow.gr/

Mobile Learning Tools: 5. Educational Blogs.
Blogs -> can be used in the educational process, due to the
interactivity encouraged by the software and the possibility
for teamwork that is offered.
 characterized as a meeting place, as a space for the
dissemination of ideas and knowledge, as a place for
collection, communication, collaboration, creation and
therefore, as an environment suitable for knowledge
management.
 educational blogs are divided into 2 basic categories:

a)blogs exclusively for teachers and
b) blogs for students.

Mobile Learning Tools: 5. Educational Blogs.
Example: the educational blog created by the 4th Elementary School of Xanthi for its
students during the quarantine.

Mobile Learning Tools: 6. Educational TV.
 Example 1: Educational Television, developed by
the Greek Ministry of Education during the
pandemic

 Examle 2: Greek Animated series “Animated
Philosophers”, available in national television
mobile application
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